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1.
As outlined at the Reference, a Public Affairs Working Group will be held on 17 September
2018.
2.
Find attached a "Food for Thought" Paper on NATO Military Public Affairs Training, that
will support some of the discussions as outlined in the initial agenda.
The points of contact for the meeting are: LCol (Cdn Army) George Vriniotis, +1 (757) 7473.
3756 I George.vriniotis@act.nato.int, Ms Andrea Eperjesi, IVSN: 254-5427 /
and
Mr.
Jay
Paxton
+1(757)
747-3817
/
Andrea.EPERJESl@shape.nato.int
Jay.paxton@act.nato.int
FOR THE SUPREME ALLIED COMMANDER TRANSFORMATION:

Paul M Bennett CB QBE
Vice Admiral, GBR N
Chief of Staff

Annex:
A.

"Food for Thought" Paper on NATO Military Public Affairs Training
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of Hungary to NATO SACT
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of Italy to NATO SACT
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Montenegro to NATO SACT
Norway to NATO SACT
Poland to NATO SACT
Portugal to NATO SACT
Romania to NATO SACT
Slovakia to NATO SACT
Spain to NATO SACT
The Netherlands to NATO SACT
Turkey to NATO SACT
the United Kingdom to NATO SACT
the United States to NATO SACT

Information:
ACT StratCom Branch
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ANNEXA TO
1710/TSC-GSU-0300ITT-0327/Ser:
DATED 22 AUG 18

"FOOD FOR THOUGHT" PAPER ON
NATO MILITARY PUBLIC AFFAIRS TRAINING
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Introduction
1.
In the face of a complex global information environment and increasingly media-savvy
adversaries especially within the digital media environment, NATO's civilian and military
leaders recognize that effective Public Affairs (PA) is essential to the success of Alliance
missions and operations (Reference A).
2.
Unfortunately, Military PA (Mil PA) is at present not a core competency for the majority
of NATO nations and Partners. Few nations offer either substantial Mil PA Education &
Training (E&T) or maintain full-time Mil PA branches. This leaves the Alliance with a small pool
of qualified and experienced Public Affairs Officers (PAOs) from which to fill numerous skilled
positions in peacetime or conflict. Although there is some capacity within NATO and the
Nations to educate and train military PAOs, this is insufficient to meet the growing demand.
3.
Furthermore, there is limited capacity within NATO and only a few nations to educate
and train military PAOs. This is insufficient to meet the operational requirement of trained
communicators. In many cases, nations risk sending personnel into high profile, high pressure
PAO staff positions with limited or even no training and/or experience. As a direct adviser to
the commander it is unacceptable to have inadequately trained staff in such a position,
especially when the importance of communications is recognised as growing.
4.
The varied and often ambiguous aims sought in most operations and missions today
require effective communication of military goals and objectives. Mil PA represents one of the
most effective measures for establishing and maintaining public support. Moreover, Mil PA
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operates across the broad spectrum of conflict, meaning it is just as critical in the deterrence
phase as it is during combat and post-hostilities.

Situation
5.
While the demands for timely, accurate, credible and coordinated communication of
Alliance missions, aims, operations increases, NATO is facing a shortfall of trained and
experienced Military Public Affairs personnel both in Peacetime Establishment (PE) and Crisis
Establishment (CE) positions. Basic Mil PA training is a national responsibility, but many
Nations do not have a Mil PA training in place nor properly train staff before putting them in Mil
PA billets. Furthermore, there have been instances where Nations underestimated the
demands of the positions they were required to fill and/or overestimated the abilities of the
personnel sent to fill a Mil PA position. This becomes even more critical at the Joint Force and
Single Service Commands as well as in support of named operations and missions.
6.
Despite its importance in many Nations, Mil PA development is limited, often with
incomplete, under-developed education, training, doctrine, policies, and organisational
structures. In the absence of formal national military training, some Nations offer exposure to
media studies, seek civilian qualifications and/or attend NATO and Allies PA training. In some
others, it is sadly often very restricted or even absent.
7.
With no standardized training qualification for NATO PE/CE Mil PA positions, the
Alliance is strongly challenqed in ensuring Mil PA positions are filled with trained/experienced
personnel. In a standard three year rotation, senior personnel with little to no Mil PA training
have a longer, slower transition into the position due to lack of basic understanding of MPA
principles. For shorter rotations (6-12 month mission rotations), this lack of understanding is
amplified due to the high operational tempo of an operation.
NATO Mil PA training opportunities
8.
The NATO School Oberammergau (NSO) initially created a two-week introductory
Public Affairs course (M5-46) in 2002. In 2010, the course was divided into two one week
courses- the NATO Public Affairs Policy Indoctrination Course and the NATO Public Affairs in
Operations Course.
9.
The NATO Public Affairs Policy Indoctrination Course provides officers, senior NCOs
and civilians with knowledge of NATO's PA policy, responsibilities, procedures and activities.
The course is not designed to teach the conduct and execution of public affairs, but as a
supplement to existing national training. The course is a stand-alone introduction to NATO PA
policies, and is mainly focused on theoretical knowledge. It is conducted three times a year
and since there is no prerequisite specified other than English language skills, it is accessible
to a broad audience. This course - together with National basic PA training - is however a
prerequisite for the other PA course, the NATO Public Affairs in Operations Course which is
heavily focused on practical training. This course has a limit in numbers of students (15-24) in
order to allow a more effective individual training and evaluation. It is also conducted three
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times a year. The NSO does not have dedicated PA trained and qualified PA Instructors. The
instructors/trainers who support the PA courses are drawn from NATO organizations on a
case-by-case basis, or are contracted Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). More information is
available at www.natoschool.nato.int

National courses available for international students
10.
United States' Defence Information School (DINFOS) Public Affairs Course for
International Students (PACIS) and Public Affairs Qualification Course (PAQC).
a.
PACIS is intended for international military and civilian personnel selected to
perform Public Affairs functions by governments of partner nations without formal PA
training programme operating within the Security Cooperation and Training Programme
framework (SCETP). The course lasts 25 days and is broadly based on existing
DINFOS curriculum, but emphasises comparisons and contrasts between US, NATO
and UN approaches to PA. Applicants must score a minimum 85 on the English
Comprehension Level (ECL) and obtain a 2+/2+ in an Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI).
b.
PAQC is an entry-level PA training for selected foreign nationals. The course
lasts 46 days and includes a distance-learning package. It is recommended for NATO
military officers who are designated for or serving in PA positions and require
comprehensive media and communications skills. Applicants must score a minimum 85
on the ECL, have completed Specialised English Training (SET), and obtain a 2+/2+ in
an OPI. More information is available at www.dinfos.dma.mil/lnternational/Courseinformation
11.
Canada's Defence Public Affairs Learning Centre (DPALC) Basic Public Affairs Officers
Course.
a.
Canada conducts a seven-month long Basic Public Affairs Officers Course
(BPAOC) once a year in English and French. Historically, Canada offered a limited
number of seats to international students, but at present the course is being revised and
as a result there are no international vacancies.
12.

Hellenic Multinational Peace Support Operations Training Centre (MPSOTC), Greece
a.
The two-week course is conducted in English (SLP 3,2,3,2 required) twice a
year, in February and September, and is recommended for military and civilian students
who wish to practice basic media and communications skills. The overall purpose of the
Course is to provide students with a working Knowledge of NATO's Public Affairs policy,
responsibilities, procedures and duties of a PAO. More information is available at
www.mpsotc.gr
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13.

The Public Affairs Regional Centre Skopje (PARC)
a.
PARC currently cooperates with seven regional countries, but it keeps its doors
open for any NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP) or other partner countries. In 2013 it
became the twenty sixth Partnership Education and Training Centre (PTEC) by meeting
the criteria of the NATO concept for PTECs. PARC is the only PTEC which is
specialized in training and education in the area of public affairs. It offers different
courses from basic level to train-the-trainer courses. More information is available at
www.parc.morm.gov.mk

14.

Swiss PfP Media and Communications

Course (Basic and Advanced Level)

a.
The Swiss PfP Media and Communications Course Basic Level (Media
Management) is held annually in the spring and typically accepts up to 22 students from
NATO, PfP, Mediterranean Dialogue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and
contact countries. It lasts eight training days, and is recommended for NATO military
and civilian students who are serving in PA positions and who require basic media and
communications skills. An advanced course is held every year, usually in the autumn,
and typically accepts 16 students. With its emphasis on communications teamwork and
individual skills, the advanced course is recommended for NATO students who will be
assuming the duties of a Chief PAO or spokesperson. More information on these
courses is available at www.armee.ch/mika
15.

United Kingdom's Defence Media Operations Centre (DMOC)
a.
The UK DMOC may accept up to two non-UK students on any of their courses.
The UK Defence Communicators' Course is a two-week course that runs up to 10 times
per year. This is a foundation course for all military Press Officers. This course trains
defence personnel in a range of media and communications activities based against the
media and communications competency. More information is available at
www.gov.uk/guidance/the-defence-media-operations-centre-dmoc
.

Key Considerations
16.

Curriculum
a.
A standardized Program of Instruction (POI) or curriculum is critical for PA
training at all levels derived from a minimum professional standard/specification for all
NATO Mil PA (OF/OR) billet which needs to be established.
b.
An intensive basic level course, approximately 4-6 weeks in length (may be a mix
of on-line and residence training), is needed to achieve a minimum capability as a
starting point. Highly recommend separate courses for officers, senior NCOs and junior
NCOs that focus on the needed skill sets to have an impact on PA. For example, NCOs
are responsible for content creation in terms of digital media inputs therefore their
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course of instruction should focus on imagery (photo and video), journalism, social
media postings, etc.
c.
In the long term, intermediate and advanced Mil PA courses would be ideal to
ensure continued training at senior levels.
17.

Location
a.
As a long-term solution, a designated (NATO or multi-national) institution
providing all courses/training would be a strong option. The location should be
accessible to all Allies as well as Partners, offer appropriate media training facilities (TV
and radio studios, equipment, classrooms, etc.) along with low cost accommodations.
This could include a Nation offering to host a "Military Public Affairs Training Centre" as
a fully national contribution, or sharing the costs with NATO.

18.

Resources
a.
For the last decade, ACT has relied on a small group of national institutions,
organizations and Allies' good will in sending both military and civilian instructors to the
PA courses and other national courses on a volunteer basis. Although the NSO itself
provides funding to support the delivery of the PA courses, it is still a limited resource.
b.
The increased operational tempo across the Alliance has impacted the ability to
rely on un-funded, volunteer instructor support in order to ensure a high level of training
delivery.
c.
A possible course of action could include Nations providing funding for a higher
level of military PAO-instructor expertise. This ensures the next generation of military
PAOs are trained and equipped to work effectively within the ever-changing media
landscape.

19.

Instructors
a.
As described above, qualified instructors/trainers with operational and strategic
level experience are key to ensuring high quality, effective Mil PA training. Several
Nations have these capabilities/SMEs to offer, but this is mainly on a case-by-case and
who-knows-who basis.
b.
Ideally, a pool of instructors/trainers from across the Alliance would be made
available to support the training. One solution could include assigning at least some of
these personnel to ACT, as there is currently only one position within ACT to support Mil
PA training. An alternate solution would include having a pool of trained instructors who
would be made available upon request.
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Recommendations
20.

Establish a "Tiger Team" to further work on this project and at a minimum:
a.
Analyse and summarize national requirements/assets/resources;
b.
Build a standardized POI or curriculum; and
c.
Establish minimum professional standards/specifications for all NATO Mil PA
(OF/OR) billet

Thoughts, inputs, ideas based on the discussions at the NATO MPA Training Meeting

(Garmisch, 8-9 JUN 2017)
21.

NATO Mil PA Working Group
a.

Tiger Team (TT)
(1 )

Proposed TT:
(a)

b.

E&T which could cover the following:
Policy & Doctrine
•
Individual Training
•
Collective Training
•
Lessons Identified/Lessons Learned
•
NATO Defence Planning Process (NDPP)
•
Technology, Cyber, Digital Management
•
TTP (Tactics, Technics & Procedures)
•

(2)

Questions to be answered:
(a)
Who manages the process?
(b)
Composition of a TT?
Which nations are willing to be committed?
(c)
(d)
Leading nationsforTT (e.g. CAN forTT E&T)

(3)

Include stakeholders and Partners in TTs

Training
(1)
There is a requirement to set the qualification criteria for PAOs at tactical,
operational and strategic levels or Captain, Major and Lieutenant-Colonel and
civilian equivalents. The E&T TT would approach various organizations within the
NATO Command Structure (NCS) to provide their current and revised PAO job
descriptions to assist in defining criteria at different levels and ranks
(2)
The PA WG needs time to have effects, to reach goals, but solutions are
needed now, such as specified job descriptions, established training standards
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and better manning process to support Individual
12-18 month forecast.
(3)

Authenticate PE on all levels:
(a)
Coding of positions
(b)
What are the essential/required

and Collective Training on a

training

(4)
For setting the requirements for PA background/training/qualification
NATO Defence Planning Process (NDPP) could be a solution
(5) Suggested
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

the

steps:
Define capability requirements
Set training standards
Update PA Policy
Update PA doctrine
Update PA handbooks

(6) Funding/Resources:
(a)
For school
(b)
For attendees
(c)
For partners and other
(d)
Trust Fund - explore the requirements
(7)
On the Job Training (OJT) is equally important, train staff as "shadowing"
PA personnel would be very beneficial (especially in exercises, events)
Update on revising MC 457/2 - NATO Military Policy on Public Affairs
22.
MC 0628, NATO Military Policy on Strategic Communications was approved on 19 Jul
17 which resulted in reviewing all NATO StratCom related MC policies, including MC 0457/2
(to ensure alignment. From a training perspective, the major revision was the establishment of
a Bi-SC level Public Affairs Working Group (PA WG), with Terms of Reference in Annex A,
which will create an official forum for developing, coordinating and promoting NATO PA
training standards. As of 18 Jul 18 the draft version of MC 457/3 is with nations for review and
comments are requested by 23 Aug 18. After the final approval (expected this autumn) the PA
WG can start its work officially. Either way there will be an interim PA WG at the NATO
Information and Communicator's Conference (NICC) on 17 Sep 18.
Update on the NDPP process/PA as capability
23.
In the past six months Mr. Jay Paxton and Lieutenant-Colonel Greg Poehlmann briefed
the Capability Assessment Group (CAG) in Mons, Belgium on having Mil PA developed as a
capability. As part of this process, in conjunction with SHAPE Com Div, the StratCom
Capability Statements were amended and updated. Work is ongoing to get StratCom and Mil
PA into Political Guidance for 2019.
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Potential Transfer of Department Head (OH) role from ACT to StratCom COE
24.
As outlined in Reference F, the STRATCOM Branch in HQ SACT will assume OH
responsibilities for a two-year period until an analysis of the proposed NATO StratCom Centre
of Excellence (COE) can be conducted with a view to potentially transitioning these
responsibilities to the COE. The responsibilities for the OH are as per MC 458/3 (Reference B).
In Jun 18, the NATO StratCom COE Steering Committee was briefed on the potential transfer
of OH responsibilities to the NATO StratCom COE. The decision to accept OH responsibilities
was postponed to the next Steering Committee Meeting - to be held on 14 Dec 18. In the
interim
25.
ACT will lead a more thorough analysis of OH responsibilities. ACT will continue to
execute OH responsibilities until late 2019, likely using the opportunity to further integrate the
COE into our processes. The timelines to transfer OH responsibilities require MC approval.
The NATO StratCom COE Steering Committee accepted co-hosting the StratCom Annual
Discipline Conference in the 2nd Quarter of 2019.
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